Junior / Experienced Full Stack Developer
St. Julian's, Malta

DESCRIPTION
Multilotto is one of the world’s largest online lottery sites, offering licensed and trustworthy lotteries throughout the world.

Our success comes from our desire to constantly improve our product offering and give our customers the best, most varied gaming experience in the market today. Multilotto is expanding aggressively and is constantly looking for experienced individuals who want to join our success story.

What we are looking for
● Junior or Previous work experience as a Full-Stack developer
● Deep knowledge of PHP. If you have solid experience with other technologies but are willing to use PHP, then we’re ready to talk
● Deep knowledge of HTML5, JavaScript, CSS and jQuery
● In-depth understanding of the entire web development process (design, development and deployment)
● Understanding of layout aesthetics
● Knowledge of SEO principles
● Fluent in SQL
● Can find your way around a Linux environment
● Excellent analytical and multitasking skills
● Ability to work in areas outside of our usual comfort zone, and get things done quickly
● Teamwork skills with a problem-solving attitude
● Familiarity with software like Adobe Creative Suite, Photoshop and content management systems
● An ability to perform well in a fast-paced environment

As a person, you are curious, problem solving and ambitious. You shall see problems as a challenge and not as an obstacle. As Multilotto needs to remain different, we gladly see candidates from other backgrounds and industries.
Diversity, culture and values are the foundation we stand on and our catalyst for excellence.

REQUIREMENTS
What you will do

- Optimize applications for maximum speed
- Design mobile-based features
- Collaborate with other Full-Stack Developers to improve usability
- Get feedback from, and build solutions for, users and customers
- Write functional requirement documents and guides
- Create quality mockups and prototypes
- Help back-end developers with coding and troubleshooting
- Ensure high quality graphic standards and brand consistency
- Stay up-to-date on emerging technologies
- Participate in the entire application lifecycle, focusing on coding and debugging
- Write clean code to develop functional web applications
- Troubleshoot and debug applications
- Gather and address technical and design requirements
- Build reusable code and libraries for future use

BENEFITS
What we offer

- A chance to work on a product loved by hundreds of thousands of customers all over the world.
- One of the the coolest offices in Malta.
- Challenging and diverse tasks in a fast moving environment
- An ambitious and dedicated team of skilled and experienced colleagues
- Competitive base pay
- A great culture that stresses teamwork, high standards for execution, and not taking oneself too seriously.
- An exciting job in a continually growing company
- The role is based in our Malta office

Apply:
Apply on career@multilotto.com

Wanna know more about us and about our current vacancies? Check www.multilotto.net and https://multilotto-1.workable.com